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Introduction
THE PROMAX PACKAGE
■ Programmer (48pin)
• Transformer:
Input
Output

110 VAC or 220 VAC
12 VAC/DC, 1.8 AMP, 21.6 Watt

■ Three modules, each used to program different device family (The
number of modules will be added from E.E.Tools for future devices.)
■ Standard printer cable (6feet)
■ One 5.25 inch diskette with 360 kilobyte capacity. The diskette
contains an installation program file
■ One user's guide
■ Registration and warranty card
Note : Be sure to complete and return the enclosed registration and warranty card so that we can continue to provide you
with latest updated software, technical support, and new programmer developments.

FAMILIES OF DEVICES
The devices which are supported on the E.E.Tools' programmers are:
EPROMS
Which are ultraviolet erasable ROM's and use cell-based technology where each bit has a cell which is either charged or
not charged to determine a logic one or a logic zero.
EEPROMS
These are devices which are electrically erasable and usually program at five volts. They typically have a part number
starting with 28XXX.
FLASH EPROMS
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These devices are also electrically erasable, but you must place the chip into erase mode and then erase parts of it. They
require special algorithms to access the internal registers to erase or program. They typically have part numbers which
start with 28FXXX.
MICROCONTROLLERS
These devices are CPU's with on-chip EPROM and RAM. They are typically 40 pins and are UV erasable. They have part
numbers such as Intel's 8748,8749,8751,8752 etc.
PLD'S
These are programmable logic arrays which can be EEPROM based, EPROM based, fused link, anti-fuse, or Flashbased technology. They are programmable by the user to implement logic circuits in order to reduce part count and
turnaround time. PLD's are programmed according to a fuse map which is typically contained in a JEDEC file.
NOVRAMS AND SRAMS
Devices which are typically battery backed RAM and require 5 volts to program. They do not require erasure to program,
and retain their memory after power is turned off.
SERIAL EEPROMS
These devices are electrically erasable, but they operate serially rather than parallel.

FILE FORMATS
The file formats which are supported include:
BINARY
Where the data is a binary string with no header or end of file markers.
INTEL HEX
File format usually output from an assembler when the target processor is an Intel device. Data is in ASCII format and
contains various fields for addresses, data, and checksum.
MOTOROLA S RECORD
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File format which is used with a Motorola processor and is in ASCII form. Contains multiple "records" which consist of a
single line with fields which contain information on address, binary data, and checksum.
HEX(ASCII)
With this format, hex values which are typed into an editor, (which are actually ASCII values) are recognized and
transferred into the buffer just as they were saved in the text file.
JEDEC
This format is used with PLD's and follows the JEDEC standard for translating files output from a development system.
For more detailed information on file formats, see chapter 6.

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS/CONSIDERATIONS
The systems which can be used with the E.E.Tools' family of programmers includes the IBM PC, XT, AT, 386 and 486
machines. You must have at least 640K of RAM to start the PROMAX software. You can use the floppy-disk provided
rather than operate off of a hard-disk. However, there may not be enough space on the floppy-disk and you will be limited
as to which devices you will be able to program. It is recommended that you copy the floppy-disk to hard-disk for
operation. The files on the floppy-disk may be compressed files which require you to un-compress them prior to using the
software.
It is not recommended that you have TSR's in memory when you execute PROMAX software. The print queue in DOS 5.0
is also a potential problem and should not be used with PROMAX. Some TSR's will interact negatively with the software
and some are not a problem, but in general, remove anything that is resident in memory if there is a problem. Also, with
the PROMAX and PROMAX II programmers, remove any hardware keys that may be on the parallel port to reduce the
risk of complications.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAMMERS
PROMAX
This programmer was designed as a low-cost alternative for applications which require PLD support as well as EPROM
and microcontrollers. The unit is 5 1/2"x9 1/2"x1 1/2", weighs 1 1/2 lbs., and has a parallel interface to the PC host. It
utilizes a family module for
7
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each device family-type which gives the unit the ability to program different devices by simply changing or flipping the
family module. The software enables you to perform all operations with EPROM's, EEPROM's, Flash EEPROM's,
microcontrollers and electrically erasable PLD's.
8
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Getting Started / Installation
INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
1. Connect programmer to a parallel printer port Directly.
2. Connect the transformer to ProMax.
3. Turn on the programmer switch.
4. Software Installation
at DOS command (any disk drive)
MKDIR PROMAX
At "A" drive
COPY A:\PRO_ARC.EXE C:\PROMAX\
at "C" drive
run PRO_ARC.EXE (It will expend all files)
run PROMAX.EXE (main executable file name)
Caution: Error for "Unable to find programmer":
1. Be sure Power is on in your programmer.
2. You need to enter your parallel port address that display in your first screen when you boot up your PC.
3. If you have same error message, please try to use other computer in order to make sure the ProMax is effective.
4. Check other application software that may occupy your parallel port such as CAD or TSR program that might lock your
printer port.
5. After selecting a device from the menu, be sure to insert a module that is indicated beside the part number in the menu.
The module should be inserted firmly until the two holes are hung on the socket
- guard that is located beside of the 48pin-ZIF socket.
The 3 different modules have 6 different numbers.
ALL E(E)PROMS :

01A : 8 bit
01B: 16 bit

ALL MICROS :

02A : 8741 - 8751
02B:87C51,87C52

PLD(GAL.PALCE):

03A (refer to menu)
03B (refer to menu)
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Note : Module from number 01 to 03 is standard and is provided with initial package, any Special Devices Available.
Additional Module Information for Special Devices
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9

All Serial(8pin) EPROM(93Cxx)
Microchip PIC series
ZILOG 86E08/21/23
ZILOG 86E30/40
XICOR22C10/12, 24001
XICOR 68C75, 88C75
SIGNETICS 85C575
CYPRESS CY7C2xx
AMD 29F040
MOTOROLA
68HC711D3
68HC705J2
68HC705P3
68HC705P9
68HC705C8
68HC705E9

We are updating more Devices continuously.
6. Load your file or read a chip into your buffer.
7. Follow the instruction for your application usage.

AN INSTRUCTION FOR THE MODULE
When you select a device from a manufacturer, you will see a number such as "01A", "01B" beside the part number in
your menu screen. As long as you select a certain device, then you need to plug-in the module number into the socket
that is located beside the ZIF socket. Be sure that the module is
inserted in the same direction "—>" under the selected module number.

CHANGE THE BUFFER SIZE FOR PROGRAMMING BIGGER SIZE EPROMs.
In order to program a big (bigger than 2Mbit) EPROM, you need to edit your PROMAX.INI which comes after running
PRO_ARC.EXE in your PROMAX directory.
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In your file (PROMAX.INI), the symbol ";=" is a comment line. So you can use a correct command line
without ";=". Following number after MEM or DMEM is the size of your disk (MEGA BYTE)
MEM : Indicates your MEMORY size
Maximum number you can use MEM = 1 (1Mbit EPROM) : it will use 128K RAM
DMEM : Indicates your DISK SIZE for the buffer.
It will occupy the space in your DISK area as the same buffer size.
DMEM =

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

up to 1Mbit EPROMs(128K)
up to 2 Mbit EPROMs (256K)
up to 4 Mbit EPROMs (512K)
up to 8 Mbit EPROMs (1Mbyte)
up to 16 Mbit EPROMs (2Mbyte)

You cannot use both MEM and DMEM at the same time.
In order to program the biggest EPROM without having a difficulty, please set the DMEM=5.
Then it will program up to 16Mbit.
In your file, change as below :
;= DMEM = 3
MEM = 1

—> DMEM = 5
—> ;=MEM = 1
11
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Main Menu Commands

ERASE DEVICE (0) <WHEN APPLICABLE>
Use this selection to erase devices that require erasure before programming, such as the FLASH
devices. This selection will only appear when such a device is selected. Some devices, such as GALs,
don't require erasure before programming, but the option exists. These devices use an automatic
erase before programming.

PROGRAMMING THE DEVICE (1)
To program the device, make sure the device is correctly inserted into the ZIF socket and the latch is
down. Then check the buffer range(K), device range(L), split(O) and set(P) values before you start.
These values will default to the size of the device.
When a device is selected, the default algorithm is selected also. The device will be programmed
using the algorithm(J) displayed in the menu.
When ready, press '1' to program. The device is automatically verified after programming.
12
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VERIFYING ERASURE (2)
To verify whether the device is erased, make sure the device is correctly inserted into the ZIF socket
and the latch is down. Otherwise, the device may appear to be erased, even though it isn't. Also check
the device range (L) before starting. When ready, press '2' to verify erasure.

VERIFYING THE DEVICE (3)
When verifying a device, the contents of the buffer and contents of the device are compared through
the specified ranges (K and L respectively). If all bytes compare, the message "device successfully
verified" appears on the screen. After this, press any key to return to the main menu. In this case, the
device contains the same information as the buffer (relative to the ranges specified in 'K' and 'L').
If there is a bad comparison, a window will be placed on the screen containing error information. At
this point, press any key to return to the main menu. After this, the comparison will be stopped.
However, pressing 'S' or 'F' allows the verify to continue, printing all the errors to the screen and/or file:

DISPLAYING MULTIPLE ERRORS TO THE SCREEN
Press 'S' to output errors to the screen. The first error displayed will be the error displayed in the
previous window. Any other errors will be listed below. After a page has been printed to the screen,
PROMAX waits for a key to be pressed and then prints more errors. Pressing V will disable pagination.
After this, press control-S to pause/continue. At any point, <ESC> may be pressed to abort the error
display and return to the main menu.
WRITING ERRORS TO A FILE
Press 'P to output errors to a file. Once 'F' is pressed, a box will appear asking for a filename. Make
sure this file does not exist on disk. The message "cannot create file" will appear if this file already
exists. The verify function will only write into new files.
Once a filename has been entered, errors are printed to the screen in the same way as above.
However, text is not paginated. Control-S will continue to start/stop text. <ESC> at any time will abort
the verify and lose the error file. All error information prior to this point will be in the newly created file.
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VERIFY ERASE
Display of multiple errors may be done only when verifying data (option 3). To display multiple eraseverify errors, simply fill the buffer with FF's (or '00' depending on the erase value) for the length of the
device. Then press '3' to verify data. This will simulate a verify\erase function and will allow multiple
unerased locations to be displayed or written to a file.

READING THE DEVICE INTO THE BUFFER (4)
To read the device into the buffer, make sure the device is correctly inserted into the ZIF socket and
the latch is down. Then check the buffer range(K), device range(L), split(O), and set(P) values before
you start. These values will default to the device size.
Caution: reading the device into the buffer destroys the buffer contents through the specified range.
Make sure anything in the buffer that is needed has been saved. When ready, press '4' to read the
device into the buffer.

SELECTING THE DEVICE (5)
The part selection menu selects the device that will be used for all main-menu operations (i.e.
programming, reading):
SELECT MANUFACTURER
All of the supported manufacturers are displayed in the left box. To select a manufacturer, either enter
the number to the left of the manufacturer, or use the arrow keys to scroll the cursor bar to the
manufacturer. As the cursor bar scrolls down each manufacturer, a new list appears in the right-hand
box. These are the devices that are supported for this manufacturer. Once the manufacturer has been
selected, press return.
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SELECTING A DEVICE
Once the manufacturer has been selected with a <CR>, the cursor bar moves to the righthand box, and all devices supported for the selected manufacturer are displayed.
To select a device, the same procedure is used as above. Enter the number displayed to the
left of the device (not the device number itself),or use the arrow keys to scroll the cursor bar
to the appropriate part. Some lists exceed the capacity of the screen. In this case, continue to
use the arrow keys to scroll to the right past the screen. The screen will automatically adjust
so that the unseen devices will display.
Note that some devices require an additional adapter, marked with a *. Also, the family
module number is displayed to the right of the device number on the PROMAX software.
Once the device has been selected, press RETURN. This will select the device and return
PROMAX to the main menu. Make sure that the device is displayed under the manufacturer
and device display, just above option 'J' in the upper right-hand comer of the box labeled
'status/settings'. If the device has not been selected properly, press '5' again to reselect the
device.
15
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Note: When a GAL device is selected, the status/settings display will only display the
particular parameters which are appropriate for that device.

WRITING THE BUFFER TO AN ASCII FILE (6)
The contents of the buffer may be written in its ASCII form to either a disk file or the printer.
When asked for a file-name, enter PRN for printer, or the name of the output file.
The ASCII data is represented in exactly the same way as it is in the editor(hex mode).
Before writing the buffer, check the file buffer range(S). Then press '6' to write the buffer to
an ASCII file.

BUFFER EDITOR (7)
The buffer editor allows you to view and/or edit the data in the data buffer. Data that has
been read in from a file or a device is placed in the data buffer. When loading a file, note the
file range (T) to make sure the buffer will be loaded through the range of the device.
Also note the buffer range (S) to see where the device data will be loaded. To enter the
buffer editor, press ' 7' . Once in the editor, press <ESC> to return to the main menu.

LOADING IN A FILE (8)
Before loading in a file, check the buffer range(S) and the file range(T). Make sure the file
format(U) is compatible with the file being loaded in. There are five file formats; Binary,
Hex(ASCII), Intel hex, Motorola S, and JEDEC. Make sure the filename (V) has been entered
correctly.
The contents of the buffer through the specified range will be written over by the new file.
Make sure anything in the buffer is either saved or is not needed. Press '8' to transfer a disk
file to the buffer.

SAVING THE BUFFER TO A FILE (9)
Before saving a file, check the buffer range (S) and the file range (T). Make sure the file
format(U) is the format you want to save the file under. Make sure the filename(V) has been
entered correctly. The contents of the buffer through the specified range(S) will be written
into the new file, completely erasing any existing file with the same name.
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Before saving to disk, make sure that no file with the same name exists or is needed. Press '9' to save
buffer contents to disk.

Device
2716
2732
2764
27128
27256
27512

Address Limits
0-7FF
0-FFF
0-1FFF
0 -3FFF
0 -7FFF
0 - FFFF

EDIT ENCRYPTION ARRAY (A) <for microcontrollers>
EDIT/USE TEST VECTORS (A) <FOR GALS>
The purpose of the encryption array is to prevent access of the device EPROM contents to users
without the correct hex code. Encryption arrays are 16-byte, 32-byte, or64-byte combinations which
are programmed into a special location on the device, and in order to read out the correct data, the
same combination must be entered in selection "A". If the encryption array has been programmed, the
data output will be the code data XNOR'ed with the encryption data.
To enter encryption data, hit "A" and then enter the hex values into the array. Hit return if you want to
use the current displayed values, or hit "L" to load in an encryption array you have previously stored to
disk, or hit "S" to save the current displayed encryption table to disk. Note that you have to name the
encryption file you want to save to disk or read from disk. By hitting TAB, you can make the encryption
array values active (encryption mode on), or inactive (encryption mode off).
To edit or use test vectors for GAL devices, hit "A" when a GAL is selected.
Test Vectors are used to do functional tests on programmed PLD's. To access the Test Vector menu,
four things must be done:
1. A PLD device MUST be selected,
2. A JEDEC file MUST already be loaded
3. The correct device MUST be properly seated in the ZIF socket with the latch down.
4. The proper verify voltages must be selected from the main menu. (Option 'R')
17
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(JEDEC files cannot be created by PROMAX; they are created by PAL design software such
as PALASM, ABEL, CUPL, etc..)
Once all of these things have been accomplished, press CA") to access the Test Vector
menu.
VECTOR MENU LAYOUT
The total number of Test Vectors in the JEDEC file being used is shown in the upper righthand comer. The current vector line number and device pin number are shown just below it,
and the Verify High and Verify Low voltages, which determine what voltages will be used
when testing the entire set of vectors, is shown below that.
The red arrow (<) shown next to one of the voltages shows which of the two voltages will be
used when testing one vector at a time('F2'). To toggle between high and low, press ('F4').
To test all vectors in one sequence, press ('F3' ). PROMAX will then run all Test Vectors
twice, first using the Verify High voltage, and again using the Verify Low voltage. To test only
one vector at a time, first, make sure the voltage is correct, then press (' F2'), the selected
voltage will be turned on, the vector will be run, then Vcc will be turned off.
EDITING TEST VECTORS
To change Test Vectors simply use the arrow keys to move the cursor over the desired
vector, then press any valid vector key:

0
1
2-9
C
F
H
K
L
N
X
Z

Drive pin Low
Drive pin High
Drive pin to Super Voltage
Clock pin (Low, then High, then Low)
Float pin
Test for output High
Clock pin (high, then low, then high)
Test for output Low
Power pin, or untested output pin
Do not test or drive pin; Use 'default test condition'
Test for high impedance

After editing vectors, the new file may be saved in JEDEC format using option '9' from the
main menu.

SETTING SECURITY BITS (B) < WHEN APPLICABLE>
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Security bits on Intel and Signetics microcontrollers and the PLD's, are used to prevent unauthorized
access to the contents of the EPROM array on the device. Once the security bit(s) have been set,
there is no way to program/read the device.
Devices that support encryption tables and/or security bits fall into 4 categories:
1. Single bit security systems
supported devices:
Intel: 8751H
All GAL devices : 16V8, 20V8, 22V10
2. Two bit security systems with 16-byte encryption array supported devices:
Signetics : 87C751, 87C752.
3. Two bit security systems with 32-byte encryption array
supported devices:
Signetics : 87C51,87C52,87C451,87C550, 87C552, 87C652,
87C654, 87C528 Intel: 8751 BH,8752BH
4. Three bit security systems with 64-byte encryption array supported devices:
Intel : 87C51, 87C51FA/FB/FC
In a single bit security system, there is only one bit, which is either inactive (unprogrammed), or active
(programmed). Once set, this bit makes it impossible to read the device contents.
In a two-bit security system, the bit combinations are as follows:
U=unlocked

P=programmed

1. UU (both bits unlocked): When both bits are unlocked, there is no lock on the device. However, any
encryption array programmed into the device will be valid and if used, will encrypt data on the device.
2. PU (security bit 1=ON, bit 2=OFF): This combination disables the device from being programmed
further, and MOVC instructions
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executed from external program memory are disabled from fetching code bytes from internal memory.
3. PP (security bit 1= ON, bit 2=ON): When both bits are set, all of the above-mentioned features are
active, also the device may no longer be verified.
In a three-bit security system, the bit combinations are:
U=unlocked

P=programmed

1. UUU (all bits unlocked): When all bits are unlocked, there is no lock on the device. The encryption
array is still valid, and if used, will encrypt any data on the device.
2. PUU (sec. bit 1=ON, bit 2=OFF, bit 3=OFF): This combination disables the device from being
programmed further ,and MOVC instructions executed from external memory are disabled from
fetching code bytes from internal memory.
3. PPU (sec. bit 1=ON, bit 2=ON, bit 3=OFF): Same as above. In addition, the device may no longer
be verified.
4. PPP (all security bits on): All the above features will be active, in addition external execution will be
disabled.

PROGRAM ENCRYPTION ARRAY (C) <FOR MICROCONTROLLERS>
By selecting "C" (program encryption array), and by hitting "Y" for yes, you will program that array into
the device. Thereafter, you will have to use the same displayed encryption array anytime you need to
read back the device.
20
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Status / Settings Display
MANUFACTURER DISPLAY
The manufacturer (upper right corner) is displayed after selecting a device. To change the
manufacturer display, press '5' to select a new device. When PROMAX first comes up, "Use option 5"
is displayed since a manufacturer/device has not been selected (unless a macro in the PROMAX.INI
file is involved).

DEVICE DISPLAY
The device (under manufacturer) is displayed after selecting a device. To change the device display,
press '5' to select a new device. When PROMAX first comes up, "Use option 5" is displayed since a
device/manufacturer has not been selected (unless a macro in the PROMAX.INI file is involved).

SELECTING AN ALGORITHM (J)
The algorithm is displayed just under the device display (upper right corner). To change the algorithm,
press 'J'. A menu displaying all supported algorithms will appear. Sometimes, just one algorithm may
appear. This means that this is the only algorithm supported for the selected device.
When PROMAX first comes up, the algorithm is displayed as 'None Selected', due to the fact that a
device has not yet been selected. When more than one algorithm is selectable, the default algorithm
(the first algorithm displayed) is the manufacturer's suggested algorithm. The other algorithms may be
faster, but they are not supported by the device.
The averaging algorithm is of our own design. The algorithm first applies a 1-ms programming pulse,
and verifies that the byte was programmed. If programming was successful, the pulse width is
shortened by 100 us. If the byte was not successfully programmed, the pulse width is incremented by
100 us. A 3x overpulse is always applied after a successful program. At no time does the
programming pulse-width fall below 100us
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BUFFER RANGE (K)
Note that the buffer range (K) and buffer range (S) both refer to the data buffer. Where buffer
range (K) is used for all device-related operations, buffer range (S) is used for all file-related
operations. For instance, to read or program a device, (K) is used. To read in or save the
buffer to a file, (S) is used.
To set the buffer range, press 'K'. A box will appear over the buffer start address. Enter the
new number. Press RETURN to enter the displayed number, or <ESC> to return to the
original number and move to the next box. Once at the ending address display, the same
procedure is used.
Note: The buffer range is linked with the device range (L), Splits (O) and Sets (P). When
entering the buffer range, the device range (L) or even the buffer range (K) itself may
automatically adjust to new values depending on splits, sets, and previous buffer/device
values.

DEVICE RANGE (L)
To select the device range, press 'L'. Once this has been done, a box will appear over the
device starting address. Enter a new address and then RETURN to accept the displayed
address. Otherwise, enter <ESC> to skip to the ending address.
Once you have pressed <ESC> or <RET>, the box will advance to the next (ending) address.
Use the same procedure as above to enter the new address.
Note: The device range is linked with the buffer range (K), Splits (O), and Sets (P). When
entering the device range, the buffer range (K) or even the device range (L) itself may
automatically adjust to new values depending on splits, sets, and previous buffer/device
values.

BUFFER CHECKSUM (M)
To do a checksum of the buffer contents, press 'M'. Before doing so, however, check the
buffer range (K) and make sure it is correct. The 2's complement of the checksum is printed
directly after the checksum, denoted by 'cmpl'.
When a buffer checksum is calculated, FF's are included. Some checksum methods
disregard FF's in their calculations. Also, the method of calculating a checksum differs from
other programmer
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manufacturers. Therefore, the checksum generated by PROMAX may not coincide with a
checksum done on the same data by other means.

DEVICE CHECKSUM (N)
To do a checksum of the device, press 'N'. Before doing so, however, check the device range
(option L), as the checksum is done only for this range. Also make sure the correct device
has been selected.
The 2's complement of the checksum is printed directly after the device checksum, denoted
by 'compl'. When a device checksum is calculated, FF's are included. Some checksum
methods disregard FF's in their calculations. Also, the same method of calculating a
checksum differs from other programmer manufacturers. Therefore, the checksum generated
by PROMAX may not coincide with a checksum done on the same data by other means.

SPLITTING DEVICES (O)
Splitting a device is used to program devices for an application which is more than 8 bits
wide. For example, to program a device for a 16-bit system, a split of 2 would be used. For a
32-bit wide system, a split of four would be used because each device is 8-bits wide.
To change a split value, press 'O'. Once you have pressed 'O', two menus will appear in
order. The first menu prompts you to enter the split factor (i.e. how many 8-bit devices you
will be using). The second menu prompts you to enter the current split device. For instance, if
you have selected a split factor of 4, there are 4 devices in that group, and you must
increment the split # for each device as you program it.
The following graphics describe the flow of data from the buffer to the devices:
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SETS(P)
Sets allow you to place information from the data buffer onto multiple devices. For instance, if the data
buffer is 64K, and 8-Kbyte devices are being used, it requires 8 devices. To change SET values, press
'P'
Once you have pressed 'P', two menus appear, in order. The first menu prompts you for number of
sets. The second menu prompts you for current set #.
When programming, PROMAX adjusts for the set number. When a set is selected, PROMAX simply
takes the device length (i.e. 8-Kbytes) and adds it to the buffer start for each device. For instance, if
there are 4 sets selected, and set number 3 has been selected, PROMAX points to the area for which
set 3 would be in memory.
If 8-Kbyte devices are being used, this would be whatever the buffer starting address is plus 16-Kbytes
(i.e. buffer start + 8k(device2) + 8k(device3)).
Graphically, data is drawn from the buffer like this (assume device length is 8-Kbytes):
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Device 1
Device 2
Device 3
Device 4
Device 5

buffer - start + 0 bytes
buffer - start + 8 Kbytes
buffer- start + 16 Kbytes
buffer - start + 24 Kbytes
buffer - start + 32 Kbytes

Note: When setting the set factor, PROMAX automatically readjusts the current buffer size. For
instance, moving from a set factor of 1 to 2 doubles the size of the buffer, and moving from 1 to 4
quadruples it. Make sure there is enough buffer space by setting the DMEM option in PROMAX. INI.

PROGRAMMING VOLTAGE (Q)
PROMAX will select the proper default voltage, but you can manually change it. Press 'Q' to change
the programming voltage. Once this has been done, PROMAX will prompt for a new programming
voltage. Enter the new voltage and press return. Note that voltages are changed for programming and
verify cycles. Also, when reselecting a part, voltages are set to their initial values.
Warning: setting improper voltages can destroy a device. If you are unsure of the proper voltage
setting of the device, reselect the device.

BUFFER RANGE (S)
Note that buffer range (K) and buffer range (S) both refer to the data buffer. Where buffer range (K) is
used for all device-related operations, buffer range (S) is used for all file-related operations. For
instance, to read or program a device, (K) is used. To set the buffer range, press 'S'. A box will appear
over the buffer start address. Enter the new number. Press <RET> to enter the displayed number or
<ESC> to return to the original number and move to the next box. Once at the ending address display,
the same procedure is used.
Note: The buffer range is linked with the file range(T), splits(O), and sets(P). When entering the buffer
range, the file range(T) or even the
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buffer range(S) itself may automatically adjust to new values depending on splits, sets, and
previous buffer/device values.

FILE RANGE (T)
To set the file buffer range, press T. A box will appear over the file start address. Enter the
new number. Press <RET> to enter the displayed value, or <ESC> to return to the original
number and move to the next box. Once at the ending address display, the same procedure
is used. The file range may start and end at virtually any range. However, an attempt is made
to keep the file range within the limitations of the buffer range.
Also, you must match the file range value to offset in an Intel-hex or Motorola-S record file, if
it is not zero.
Note: see above note.

FILE TYPE (U)
Select one of the file types from binary, Intel-hex, Motorola-S, Hex, or JEDEC.
Chapter 6 outlines the different file types.

FILENAME (V)
To change the current filename, press V. The filename is used on most file operations. For
instance, to load a file into the buffer or save a file, the filename (V) is used. To print the
buffer to a file, however, use option 6 in the Main Menu.
Note: When writing to a file, if a file currently exists with the same name, that file will be
deleted in favor of the new file. Whenever this occurs, PROMAX will ask if it is ok to do so.
Before continuing, make sure the file to be overwritten is not needed.
After pressing V, a box is displayed with the current filename. If the box is blank, simply enter
the filename and press return. If a filename already exists, pressing return keeps this
filename as a default. Otherwise enter the new filename over the old filename.
When entering the filename, most editing keys work, such as arrow-keys, DEL, INS, END,
and HOME. When the default filename is
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displayed in the box, press CONTROL-END to delete to the end of the box. This will clear the line so a
new filename may be entered.

MULTIPLE FILES
PROMAX allows wildcards or DIR names to be specified, without using a specific filename. Using
wildcards or specifying a directory name (i.e. C:\PROMAX) displays a list of matching files. For
instance, entering '*.DAT' will display a list of all .DAT files in the current directory. Entering
'C:\PROMAX\*.DAT will display all *.DAT files in the directory 'C:\PROMAX', where entering
'C:\PROMAX' alone will display all files in 'C:\PROMAX'.
Simply pressing 'F1' at the filename prompt will bring a list of all files (i.e *.*) in the current directory.
From there, other directories may be searched. Once at the file listing, valid sub-directories are
displayed to the left, files are displayed to the right.

CHANGING DIRECTORIES
To change directories, use the arrow keys (or mouse) to move to a directory.
Press <RET> (or click with the mouse) and the files of the highlighted directory will be displayed. Note
that the directory names displayed are sub-directories of the directory specified. For instance, if the
directory was specified as 'C:\PROMAX', and the directory name 'DATA' is showing, pressing
RETURN on 'DATA' will display files for 'C:\PROMAX\DATA', not already at the root directory.
To move to the parent directory, press RETURN when '..' is highlighted.
The directory and currently selected (highlighted) filename is displayed in the upper-right menu. Thus,
although the sub-directories of the currently used directory are displayed, the full path may be seen in
the upper-right menu.

SELECTING A FILENAME
To select a file, press the right-arrow key to move to the file selection menu. Use PAGE-UP, PAGEDOWN, or the arrow keys to move about and select the file. The mouse is also fully functional.
To move up or down with the mouse, click on the words PGUP and PGDN located at the bottom of
each menu. Once a filename has been chosen, (i.e. highlighted) .press RETURN or click with the
mouse. This will become the current filename, displayed under menu selection V in the main menu.
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Remember that the only files displayed are those that match the wildcard values. For instance, if
'*.DAT' is entered, only .DAT files will display. Some directories may appear to be blank for this
reason. These directories may contain files, just not files matching the file specification (i.e. *.DAT).

PORT BASE (W)
Press W to select the proper port-base for the programmer.
This value must match the hardware setting of the programmer or PC port.
Indications of an incorrect port-base are:
■ Device reads into buffer as all FF's even though it has not been
erased.
■ Device will not program (device value = FF)
■ Device verify-erases incorrectly
■ Device will not verify
However, these are also indications of other failures, such as the ZIF socket not being latched, the
device not being in the socket, device not placed properly in the ZIF socket, a bad device, detached
cable, wrong or missing family module etc. Refer to the troubleshooting chapter for more info.
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Using the Buffer Editor
OVERVIEW OF EDITOR COMMANDS
EDITOR MODES:
F1
F2
F3
F4
F6
TAB

Go To new address
Enter HEX/BINARY data
Enter ASCII data
Toggle Hex/Binary Mode
Toggle Binary/Binary Decimal mode (Binary mode only)
Switch modes (F1 ,F2,F3)

KEYPAD FUNCTIONS:
Up arrow/down arrow
Left/right arrow
Pgup
Pgdn
^Pgup
^Pgdn
HOME
^HOME

Up/Down a line
Left/Right a column
Scroll up a page
Scroll down a page
Scroll up 1000 bytes
Scroll down 1000 bytes
Move to top of screen
Go to address 0000 (home)

QUICK-MOVE KEYS (^= CTRL KEY)
^Q
^A
^W
^S
^E

Scroll up 100000 bytes
Scroll down 100000 bytes
Scroll up 10000 bytes
Scroll down 10000
bytes Scroll up 1000 bytes

^D
^R
^F
^T
^G

Scroll down 1000 bytes
Scroll up a page
Scroll down a page
Scroll up a line
Scroll down a line

OTHER EDITOR FUNCTIONS:
ALT-C
ALT-F
ALT-S
ALT-I

Copy block of data
Fill block of data
Search block of data
Invert field of data

ESC
F8
F9
F10

Exit to main menu
Abort editing changes
Enter DOS shell
Help
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DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS
1. Current location in total buffer space (vertical bar)
2. Buffer address (add offset value to get current address)
3. Offset Locations
4. Current Cursor location
5. ASCII Equivalents of Hex Data
6. Hex Data

MOVING TO AN ADDRESS IN THE BUFFER
To move immediately to an address, hit F1 and enter the new address,
then hit return. To move up or down in the editor, the AQWERT and AASDFG keys (A=control)
move a specified number of bytes or lines, up or down:
^Q
^W
^E
^R
^T

Scroll up 100000 bytes
Scroll up 10000 bytes
Scroll up 1000 bytes
Scroll up a page
Scroll down a page

^A
^S
^D
^F
^G

Scroll down 100000 bytes
Scroll down 10000 bytes
Scroll down 1000 bytes
Scroll down a page
Scroll down a line
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OTHER KEYS USED TO MOVE AROUND IN THE EDITOR ARE:
Page up/ page down
^Page up/^page down
HOME key
^HOME key
Arrow keys

Moves up/down a page
Moves up/down a line
Moves the cursor to the top left of screen
Moves the cursor to location 0000
Move the cursor in the specified direction

ENTERING DATA INTO THE EDITOR
To enter data into the editor, you must first enter into the proper mode. If you are in hex mode(default):
F2
F3
F4

Enter Hex data at cursor address
Enter ASCII data at cursor address
Toggle between Hex and binary mode

In binary mode, as opposed to Hex mode, all manipulations done to the buffer are done in binary. The
display is altered, changing to a field of binary ones and zeros, followed by the hex and ASCII
equivalents. To enter data in binary mode:
F2
F3

Enter binary data at cursor address
Enter Hex data at cursor address

Note that when you are in binary mode, the addresses on the left (#1 in figure 4-1) are in hex, but
represent BIT LOCATIONS not byte locations. After you are done entering data in either hex or binary
mode, you must hit F8 to abort changes to end the edit.

COPY, FILL, SEARCH, INVERT, SERIALIZE
The COPY, FILL, and SEARCH commands manipulate the buffer data in the indicated manner. When
the ALT-C keys are pressed, you can COPY a block of data from anywhere in the buffer to anywhere
else in the buffer. When ALT-F keys are pressed, you can FILL a block of buffer with a string of hex or
ASCII characters up to 30 characters in length.
Pressing the ALT-S keys will allow you to SEARCH any part of the buffer for a hex or ASCII value.
You must precede any ASCII characters with a '(apostrophe), e.g. 'cdefghi' not just cdefghi.
To INVERT a block of buffer, press ALT-I and enter the beginning and ending addresses. This function
XOR's data within the specified range.
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To use the SERIALIZATION feature, press ALT-E to enter the address which will be
incremented with the serial number. Then , each time the ALT-Z is pressed, that specific
location will be incremented one hex value. You can set up a macro to do this each time you
program a device.
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Using The Macro File ProMax.INI
OVERVIEW OF THE PROMAX.INI FILE
The initialization file, PROMAX.INI is used to preconfigure PROMAX before execution. When
PROMAX is run, it loads the information from PROMAX.INI into memory. PROMAX.INI lets you control
or define things such as macros, file definitions, memory used and even colors.
To change or add anything in PROMAX.INI, edit it with any text-file processor (i.e. Norton editor,
QEDIT, WordStar(in non-document mode) etc.) and then save it back to disk. Before editing
PROMAX.INI, make sure the original is backed up on the current disk, or^t least on the original
diskettes. If PROMAX.INI does not contain the proper data fields, everything in the file is ignored, and
PROMAX uses default values.
Commands in PROMAX.INI are as follows:
DMEM
CACHE
MEM
PORT
DFILE
HELP
VIDEO
;=

Disk space set aside for buffer
Sets internal caching between disk buffer
Determines the size of RAM used for the data buffer
Port base for programmer
Sets default path and filename for Virtual buffer (i.e.PROMAX. VIR)
Sets default path and filename for Help file (PROMAX.HLP)
Overrides automatic color/monochrome selection by PROMAX.
Specifies line is a comment line and takes no action

In addition to the commands are MACRO, FILE and COLOR definitions.
Note: PROMAX.INI must be located in currently logged directory. That is, if PROMAX.INI is on
C:\PROMAX and PROMAX is executed from C:\ or any other directory, PROMAX.INI will not be
loaded. This is also true for all help files used by PROMAX.
If PROMAX.INI is not on disk, PROMAX uses default values for initialization:
DMEM = 0
CACHE = 0

64k area used for file buffer
No caching
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MEM = 0
PORT = 300

64k used for system memory
Use port 300H for programmer port base

More than one .INI file may be used. To specify a different .INI file, type PROMAX <filename>, where
<filename> is the .INI file to use.
For instance, to use ROB.INI, 'PROMAX ROB.INI' is entered. Otherwise, PROMAX defaults to
PROMAX.INI, or, in the case of finding no .INI file, defaults to preset values.

WRITING MACROS
Macros are defined in the form of m<n>=Macro name, macro text where <n> is the macro number
being defined. Macros are numbered from 0-1 (i.e. 0-9 and A-l).
The macro number must be followed by an equals ('=') sign, after which follows the macro name. Note
that there are no spaces between <n> and 'Macro name'. If spaces appear here, PROMAX fails to
recognize the macro, and, therefore, it will not be loaded into memory.
'Macro name' is the name of the macro printed on the macro list.
The macro name may be any length, but is concatenated to the number of characters used in the
menu.
Macro name' must be followed by a comma (',') (as before, without spaces).
'Macro text' (following 'Macro name') is the actual macro text that is to be used as input.
Macro text is usually straight-forward. For instance, to change the buffer range (K) to 010000-01FFFF
with a macro, enter the keystrokes into PROMAX.INI as you would if you were in PROMAX. For
instance, 'K010000-01 FFFF' is what would be entered in this case. A more explicit example might be
macro number 0 entitled 'Buffer macro'.
The definition would look like this:
M0=Buffer macro,K010000-01 FFFF
However, keys not normally associated with ASCII may be entered as well. Keys such as the arrowkeys, page up, page down, insert, etc. may be used. Since these keys are not single-key sequences,
they must be entered differently.
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To enter these keys in PROMAX, prefix the code with a '$0', and then enter the code to use. For
instance, for the up-arrow key, $048 is used. Make sure there are always three numbers after the '$'.
For instance, if a key's code is 3H, make sure to put '$003' as input. See the chart of ASCII codes at
the end of the chapter.
Usually, these keys do not need to be used. For instance, the up- arrow is mostly used for menus. In
most cases, pressing the number desired in the selection menu will substitute for the up-arrow.
Another key that is of special value is the RETURN key. For instance, when selecting a part (without
the mouse), a RETURN must be pressed twice, once to enter the manufacturer, and once to select the
part. The RETURN key is part of the CONTROL-KEY set. That is, ASCII values under 20H (spacebar).
To enter a control character, enter ^ before it's associated ASCII-value (discussed later). For
instance, to enter a RETURN, enter ^M (i.e. control-M) to simulate a return.
As an example, selecting a part might look like this:
m1=Part Selection Macro,513^M2^M
Where the 'Part selection' macro (macro #1) selects manufacturer 13, and device 2.
Macros are limited in size to 256 bytes total size (macro name + macro text).

ACTIVATING A MACRO
To activate a macro, press the right SHIFT key on the keyboard. Then press the number/letter desired.
Another way to activate the MACRO menu is to use the mouse. On larger screens, simply press the
button on the file selection. Otherwise, click the mouse on the top of the menu in the lower right-hand
part of the screen. Keep the mouse button down. If you wish to abort the function, release the mousebutton outside of the box. Otherwise, highlight the selection desired and release the button.

SPECIAL INITIAL MACRO
There is one other macro besides macros (0-I). This is a macro that is defined as m=Macro text. This
macro is an initial macro that executes upon entering PROMAX. For instance, to automatically select a
part (i.e. keystrokes 5,13<ret>,2<ret>) upon execution of PROMAX, enter
m=513^M2^M
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in PROMAX.INI. This initial macro is also limited to 256 characters.

SETTING FILE DEFINITIONS
File definitions allow you to set all file specifications with a single key. File definitions are declared in
this manner:
f<n>=Title,filetype,filename,buffer start,buffer end,file start,file end
<n> is the file number. Files are numbered 0-1 (i.e. 0-9, A-l).
Note that there is no space between the equal sign ('=') between <n> and 'title'. There must be an '='
without spaces, otherwise PROMAX will fail to recognize the file definition.
Title' is only used for the file menu. The title appears in the menu, and has no other use. 'Title' may be
any length, but is cutoff in the menu display.
After every definition a ',' (comma) must follow without spaces (i.e. title,ftype', not 'title , ftype'),
otherwise, PROMAX will not recognize the file definition.
'filetype' is the default file type of the file being declared. File types are BINARY, MOTOROLA HEX,
INTEL HEX, and plain ASCII-HEX.
The 'filetype' indicator is one-letter, and is as follows:
B = Binary file
M = Motorola-S record
I = Intel Hex file
H = ASCII-HEX file
'filename' is the actual file name, including the path. For instance, if the current directory is
C:\PROMAX, and EPROM.DAT is in C:\DATA, filename would be 'C:\DATA\EPROM.DAT.
Buffer start and buffer end refer to the buffer range (S). This simulates the 'S' option within PROMAX.
For instance, to choose a range from 1000-1FFF, enter '1000,1 FFF' for 'buffer start.buffer end'.
File start and file end refer to the file range (T). They behave exactly as above (i.e.'1000,1 FFF').
Examples:
f1=Data file 1,b,c:\b.DHT,0,ffff,Q,ffff
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This specifies that the file definition named 'Data file 1' (file 1) will be a BINARY file with the name
'C:\B.DAT'. Buffer (S) and File (T) ranges will be 0-FFFF.
f2=Rob's file,m,c:\ROB\THIS.DAT\1400,1SFF,0,1FF
This specifies that the file entitled 'Rob's file' (file 2) will be a MOTOROLA HEX file with the name
'C:\ROB\THIS.DAT'. Buffer Range (S) will be 1400-15FF. File range (T) will be 0-1FF.
ACTIVATING A FILE DEFINITION
To activate a file definition, press the left ALT key on the keyboard.
Then press the number/letter desired. Another way to activate the FILE menu is to use the mouse. On
larger screens, simply press the button on the file selection. Otherwise, click the mouse on tfie top of
the menu in the lower left-hand part of the screen. Keep the mouse button down. If you wish to abort
the function, release the mouse- button outside of the box. Otherwise, highlight the selection desired
and release the button.
SPECIAL INITIAL FILE
There is another file definition available beyond the normal file definitions 0-I. This is an initial file
definition that is used when PROMAX is first brought up. The only other difference is that there is no
name or number associated with it. For instance, the definition is:
f=,m,c:\ROB\THIS.DAT\ ,1400,15FF,0,1FF
There is no number or name. However, note that there is a preceding comma before 'ftype' (m). When
this definition is active, PROMAX will default to the above values upon execution.
DEFINING COLORS
Most colors used in PROMAX may be redefined. To define a color in PROMAX.INI, the format is:
C<n>=<Mono color><Color color>
Where <n> is the color associated with a function within PROMAX (i.e. pop-up menus, buffer editor,
etc.).
<Mono Color> is the color to be used for monochrome displays. Usually only 07h (normal text) and
070h (inverted text) are used with monochrome displays.
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<Color Color> is the color to be used on color systems.
Each color is defined in a 2-digit HEX format. The first digit is the BACKGROUND, where the second
digit is the FOREGROUND (printed text). The last bit of the first digit is used for blinking text.
For example:
0
Blinking Text

000
Background

000
Foreground

Colors are as follows:
00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07

BLACK
BLUE
GREEN
CYAN
RED
MAGENTA
BROWN
WHITE

08
09
0A
0B
0C
0D
0E
0F

DARK GRAY
BRIGHT BLUE
BRIGHT GREEN
BRIGHT CYAN
BRIGHT RED
BRIGHT MAGENTA
YELLOW
BRIGHT WHITE

The foreground color may be any color above. However, since one bit is used for the blink indicator,
only the first 8 (0-7) may be used for the background color.
For instance, to use the foreground colors WHITE, YELLOW, and GREEN with a BLUE background,
the colors would be defined as:
1F
1E
1A

WHITE on (bright) BLUE
WHITE on (bright) YELLOW
WHITE on (bright) GREEN

To make them all blink:
9F
9E
9A

Blinking WHITE on (bright) BLUE
Blinking WHITE on (bright) YELLOW
Blinking WHITE on (bright) GREEN
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The colors (0-A) are defined in PROMAX as follow
Text with titles
Menu options
body text
Buffer editor items (i.e. ^ASDFG/ ^QWERT)
extra control
editor's hex display
editor's ASCII display
borders
pop-up borders
pop-up items
pop-up selection

C0
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
CA

PROMAX.INI COMMANDS
DMEM
The DMEM command is used to determine how large the virtual buffer will be.
DMEM ranges from 0-8. Each number makes the buffer twice the size of the previous number. Buffer
sizes range from 64k to 16 megabytes, and are as follows:
0

64k (smallest possible buffer)

1
2

128k
256k

3
4
5
6
7
8

512k
1 Megabyte
2 Megabytes
4 Megabytes
8 Megabytes
16 Megabytes

So, for instance, to set a buffer of 1 Megabyte, set 'DMEM=4' inside of PROMAX.INI. If PROMAX.INI
or the DMEM option does not exist, the default buffer size is 64k.
The buffer size set with DMEM affects two things:
1. The maximum allowed address within the buffer editor.
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The memory size selected by DMEM (above) also determines the buffer range. For instance. If
DMEM=2 is selected, the buffer will be 256k bytes in length. The maximum address allowable will be
3FFFF.
2. The actual file size on disk.
When PROMAX opens a virtual buffer, it creates a file called PROMAX. VIR to the length of the buffer
size specified. Therefore, the buffer on disk (PROMAX.VIR) will be as large as the buffer. So, if
DMEM=2, PROMAX.VIR will be 256k. If DMEM=8, PROMAX.VIR will be 16 Megabytes.
MEM
The MEM command is used to determine how large the in-memory buffer will be.
This is not the same as file buffer, but is used to store currently used file buffer memory. PROMAX will
keep as much memory specified open, reserving memory for those buffer blocks (64k each) used
most frequently.
MEM ranges from 0-3. Each number makes the buffer twice the size of the previous number. Buffer
sizes range from 64k to 512k, and are as follows:
0
1
2
3

64k (smallest possible buffer)
128k
256k
512k

For instance, to reserve 256k of memory, set 'MEM=2' inside of PROMAX.INI.
If PROMAX.INI or the DMEM option does not exist, the default amount of memory reserved is 64k.
On a 640k system with all of memory free, setting 'MEM=2' to reserve 256k is easily done.
Note, however, that although memory for use with the MEM command is available, using it limits the
flexibility of the computer. For instance, using a shell within PROMAX may be impossible (due to lack
of memory), or even if it is possible, some programs may not fit with the limited memory available.
PROMAX will not utilize extended memory.
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You can either have MEM active or DMEM active, you must comment out the other command (either
DMEM or MEM) with a ';='. If you have both active, MEM with override.
PORT
The PORT command allows the PORT base of the programmer to be set automatically.
To enter the PORT number in PROMAX.INI, enter PORT=<port#>, where <port#> is the port base in
HEX.
For instance, if the port is at 300h, enter 'PORT=300'
If the port is not specified in PROMAX.INI, it may be changed through PROMAX (option W). If the port
base is changed through PROMAX (W), the new port base is saved to disk (PROMAX.IOP). The next
time PROMAX is loaded, the port base is loaded from the file. However, if the PORT base is stated in
PROMAX.INI (i.e. 'PORT=300'), the new port base changed through (W) will have no effect when
PROMAX is loaded again. That is, the PORT setting in PROMAX.INI causes PROMAX to disregard
the port address set in PROMAX.IOP.
DFILE
DFILE is used to automatically select a virtual buffer file. The virtual buffer is basically the file buffer
(i.e. the buffer used with the Editor) on disk. Normally, PROMAX uses the file PROMAX.VIR on the
current directory for virtual buffer storage. However, unless PROMAX is always executed from the
same directory, PROMAX will create new PROMAX.VIR files wherever it was executed from. For
instance, executing PROMAX in the directory C:\PROMAX will create the file
C:\PROMAX\PROMAX.VIR. Executing PROMAX in the directory C:\MYDIR will cause PROMAX to
create the file C:\MYDIR\PROMAX.VIR.
PROMAX allows PROMAX.VIR to stay current. That is, The buffer is kept current even when
PROMAX exits to DOS. Also, PROMAX.VIR can take up to 16 Megabytes of space, and having
multiple PROMAX.VIR's on disk is unnecessary. Setting DFILE eliminates both of these problems.
To set a virtual buffer file, simply enter 'DFILE=<filename>' where <filename> is any filename. This
filename will take the place of PROMAX.VIR.
A path may also be entered in <filename>.
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For instance, entering 'DFILE=C:\MYDIR\PROMAX.VIR' will cause PROMAX to use
C:\MYDIR\PROMAX.VIR for it's virtual buffer regardless of which directory PROMAX was executed
from.
Note: To use the same virtual buffer file (i.e. PROMAX. VIR), the .INI file must always specify the
virtual buffer. When PROMAX is executed, PROMAX. INI is searched for in the current directory. If
PROMAX. INI is not found, PROMAX. VIR in the current directory is defaulted to. In different
directories, PROMAX.INI should specify DFILE. Otherwise, if the .INI file is in a specific directory, this
may be entered on the command line. For instance, if PROMAX. INI is in C:\PROMAX, entering
PROMAX C:\PROMAX.INI' will cause PROMAX to default to C:\PROMAX\PROMAX.INI for the .INI
file, even if there is a .INI file in the current directory.
HELP
The HELP command allows the help file, PROMAX.HLP, to be specified in another directory. Usually,
PROMAX looks for PROMAX.HLP in the current directory. If PROMAX.HLP is not found, this has the
effect of eliminating all HELP from PROMAX and also removes the Sample Placement Menus that
appear prior to programming or reading/verifying a device.
PROMAX may be executed from any directory, and it is unnecessary to have PROMAX.HLP in each
directory. To set a path for the help file, enter 'HELP=<filename>' in PROMAX.INI, where <filename>
is any valid path, followed by PROMAX.HLP.
For instance, if PROMAX.HLP is located in the directory C:\PROMAX, and PROMAX is executed from
D:\MYDIR, PROMAX will fail to find the help file. Setting 'HELP=C:\PROMAX\PROMAX.HLP' will
cause PROMAX to look to C:\PROMAX\PROMAX.HLP for the help file, solving the problem.
VIDEO
When PROMAX is executed, it determines the difference between color and monochrome systems,
and adjusts all colors accordingly. However, PROMAX cannot determine whether systems with color
cards (i.e. CGA, MCGA, EGA, VGA) have color monitors attached to them. Monochrome monitors
attached to color systems will not display some colors used with PROMAX. On systems with color
cards, but with monochrome monitors, the "VIDEO"' switch may be set to counteract the usage of
color in PROMAX. To do this, set "VIDEO=M"', where
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VIDEO=M
VIDEO=C

sets a default of monochrome
sets a default of color.

VIDEO works only with pop-up menus, windows, and the HELP system. VIDEO has no effect on the
colors described in selection #4, 'Defining Colors'. Note, however, that these are preset for
monochrome systems and should not need adjustment.

REVIEW OF PROMAX.INI
PROMAX.INI is loaded upon entry of PROMAX. If PROMAX.INI doesn't
exist, PROMAX uses default values. Among those are DMEM=0 (64k
file buffer/buffer area) and MEM=0 (64k memory reserved in system
memory).

PROMAX.INI COMMANDS:
DMEM

Amount of disk space for virtual buffer i.e. size of PROMAX.VIR and last address in buffer
area.Ranges from 0 (64k) to 8 (16 megabytes)

MEM

Amount of system memory to use for buffer space. Uses space for most frequently used
buffer areas of 64k.Ranges: 0 = 64k, 1 = 128k, 2 = 256k, 3 = 512k

PORT

Sets port base before entering PROMAX. Inhibits port address saving/reloading with the W
option in PROMAX.

You can either have DMEM or MEM active at any one time. Comment out the non-used function with
';='.
DEFINING MACROS
Format: m<#>=<macro name>,<macro text>
Where: <#> is a number from 0-l (i.e. 0-9, A-l)
<macro name> is the label of the macro (for printing only) <macro text> the text to insert for input.
Example:
m1=Part Selection Macro,513^M2^M
Special Macro: m=<macro name>,<macro text> is loaded upon entry
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Example:
m=S13^M2^M (loaded upon entry) DEFINING FILE DEFINITIONS:
Format:
f<n>=<Title>,<ftype>,<fname>,<bffr start>,<bffr end>,<fstart>,<fend>
Where: <title> is the macro title
<ftype> is the file type (i.e. b=binary,h=hex,m=Mot,i=lntel)
<fname> is the file name (with full path, i.e. C:\ROB\TEXT.DAT)
<bffr start> is the buffer start address (option S)
<bffr end> is the buffer end address (option S)
<fstart> is the file start address (option T)
<fend> is the file end address (option T)
Note that you must separate each field by a ',' (comma).
Example:
f2=Rob's file,m,c:\ROB\THIS.DAT\ ,1400,15FF,0,1FF
Special macro:
f=,ftype,fname,buffer start,buffer end,file start,file end
this is loaded upon start up. Example:
f=,m,c:\ROB\THIS.DAT\,1400,15FF,0,1FF
DEFINING COLORS:
Format: c<#>=<mono color><color color> Where: <#> = color # corresponding to:
C0
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Text with titles
Menu options
body text
Buffer editor items
extra control
editor's hex display

C6
C7
C8
C9
CA

editor's ASCII display
borders
pop-up borders
pop-up items
pop-up selections

<mono color> is the color to use for monochrome
<color color> is the color to use for color systems.
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Example:
C6=701F - Display editor ASCII display In WHITE on BLUE
(inverse for monochrome systems)

MACRO-KEY CONVERSION
SPECIAL MACRO KEYS
There are three special keys used in macros: '$', '©,' and '-'.
'$' is used to specify extended ASCII keys, '@' is used in conjunction with '$' to specify another macro,
and '~' is used to bypass error menus.
Some ASCII characters may not be used directly when specifying macros in PROMAX.INI. For
instance, it is not possible to place a RETURN in a macro directly, since in a text file this would start a
new line.
CONTROL-CHARACTERS
To specify a control-character, such as a RETURN, place a '^', followed by its ASCII equivalent.
For instance, a RETURN is actually a Control-M.
To specify a return, enter '^M' instead of an actual RETURN.
Control-Characters in PROMAX.INI macros:
ESC = ^[
RET = ^M .
For example, 'M1=51^M5^M1^M^[Y' sets macro 1 to select part #5 from the generic parts list,
programs it, and returns to DOS. The ^M's represent RETURNS, while the ^[ represents an ESCAPE.

EXTENDED ASCII CHARACTERS
Extended ASCII characters are keys not represented normally by the keyboard. These include all
keypad functions (up/down, etc.), Function keys, ALT-keys, etc. To specify an Extended-ASCII
character in a macro definition, enter '$0' followed by it's HEX equivalent (listed below).
For instance, to select file set 1 in a macro, '$078' will simulate the ALT-1 key and load in the file
definitions.

USED EXTENDED ASCII CHARACTERS:
AIM

$078

Alt-A

$01E

F1

$03B
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Alt-2

$079

Alt-3 $07A
Alt-4 $07B
Alt-5 $07C
Alt-6 $07D
Alt-7 $07E
Alt-8 $07F
Alt-9 $080
Alt-0 $081
PGUP $049
END $04F
$048
UP ARROW
RIGHT ARROW $04D

Alt-B

$030

Alt-C
Alt-D
Alt-E
Alt-F
Alt-G
Alt-H
Alt-I
Alt-S
PGDN
INS

$02E
F3
$020
F4
$012
F5
$021
F6
$022
F7
$023
F8
$017
F9
$01F
F10
$051
HOME
$052
DEL
DOWN ARROW
LEFT ARROW

F2

$03C
$03D
$03E
$03F
$040
$041
$042
$043
$044
$047
$053
$050
$04B

CHAINING MACROS
Macros may execute other macros. To do this, add '$@<macro#>' at the end of the macro definition.
<Macro #> is any valid macro from 0-I.
For example, 'M1=1^M3^M$@2' programs the current device, verifies it, and then executes macro 2.
Macro Definitions are as follows:
Right-Shift-1 $@1
Right-Shift-A
Right-Shift-2 $@2
Right-Shift-B
Right-Shift-3 $@3
Right-Shift-C
Right-Shift-4 $@4
Right-Shift-D
Right-Shift-5 $@5
Right-Shift-E
Right-Shift-6 $@6
Right-Shift-F
Right-Shift-7 $@7
Right-Shift-G
Right-Shift-8 $@8
Right-Shift-H
Right-Shift-9 $@9
Right-Shift-I
Right-Shift-0 $@0

$@A
$@B
$@C
$@D
$@E
$@F
$@G
$@H
$@ l

MACRO ERROR-HANDLING
When an error occurs, any macro currently in memory is disabled. For instance, if a Macro is defined
by 'M1=1^M0^M$@1' (which programs and erases a device and re-executes the same macro), the
macro will be disabled if an error occurs. To disable errors,'~' is used to disable bypass errors.
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For instance, putting 'M1=1^M~0^M$@1' will allow the macro to function even through an error
condition. This is because when the error menu is displayed, it looks for an input. If a '~' is entered,
this signals PROMAX to disregard the error and not to cancel macros. If there is no error, the '~' is
completely ignored and has no effect.
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Overview of File Formats
BINARY
The binary format is usually used to save EPROM data which is read into the buffer, to disk.
Also you can read back these files as binary files. This format is just for a binary string of
data which does not have any other header or footer data, it is just raw binary data which will
be read into the buffer and displayed as Hex values.

HEX (ASCII)
This format will read in a file which has ASCII characters relating to hex values. That is, if you
were to type in hex values (0->F) in an editor, these would be ASCII values which will be
converted to their corresponding HEX values in the buffer.

INTEL HEX
Each line in an Intel hex file corresponds to a "record". Each record tells the loader (i.e.
PROMAX) what to do with that line. Intel hex format uses the following record types:
1. Data record
2. Start address record
3. Extended address record
4. End of file record
Each record starts with a ":" (colon), called a record mark. If the record mark does not exist,
the line should be ignored by the loader.
When a record is specified, it must follow a certain order so that the loader will read it
properly:
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When entering a record, all data (except the record mark,":") is entered in ASCII hex. That is, when the
word 'byte' is used, it refers to the two-digit hex number, i.e.' 01 02 03 04' is 8 digits wide, but is only 4
bytes of data when converted.
RECORD LENGTH
The record length is always one byte and determines how wide the data field is. For instance, if there
are 10 bytes of data in the current record (i.e. on the current line), the record length will be '0A".
Remember that all bytes are entered as their 2-digit ASCII hex values. 'A' is invalid and must always
be '0A'.
ADDRESS FIELD
The address field is two bytes (i.e. 4 digits) in length, and tells the loader where to put the current line
of data. Address fields are only valid in data records. For record types that do not use the address
field, the address field is always '0000'.
RECORD TYPE
The record type is one byte in length (2 digits). Record types are as follows:
00
01
02
03

Data record
End-of-file record
Extended address record
Start address record

How these record types are used is discussed later. The record type determines what the current
record (i.e. the current line) will instruct the
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loader to do. For instance, a record type of '00' specifies that this record contains data; record type '01'
terminates loading of the file and so on.
DATA FIELD
The data field contains the actual data for the loader. If the record type is a data record, the data field
will contain actual file data. If the record type is a start-address or extended-address, the data field will
contain these addresses. The end-of-file record does not contain a data field. In this case the data field
is non-existent.
The data field is directly related to the record length. The record length determines how large the data
field will be. For instance, if the record length is 05, the data field will contain 5 bytes of information.
CHECKSUM
The last byte of the record is a 8-bit checksum of the entire record (excluding the record mark ':' and
the checksum itself). The checksum simply adds all of these numbers and takes the negative as a
checksum. For instance, the line
:0900000050AA55A55A2020202029
will have the checksum of '29'. Note that '29' is the last byte of the record. When a line is loaded, the
negative of the sum of all bytes prior to the checksum should be equal to the checksum. Or, in another
way, the sum of all bytes including the checksum should be 0. If this is not the case, the line should be
reloaded and tried again. If the record has an incorrect checksum, the appropriate error message will
be displayed, and PROMAX will discontinue loading the file.
RECORD TYPES
As you have already seen, Intel hex files use the following record types:
00
01
02
03

Data record
End-of-file record
Extended address record
Start address record

DATA RECORDS
The data.record specifies that the data field in the current record will be file data. This is the actual
data that is being loaded.
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Note that the record length is 09 and there are 9 bytes of data in the data field. Since the address is
514E, data for this record will be loaded sequentially starting at address 514E (relative to the start of
the buffer).
END OF FILE RECORD
The end-of-file record specifies the end of the file. At this point, the loader discontinues loading the file.

Note that the data field is 0 bytes in length and that the address contains '0000'.
There is another form of end-of-file record, referred to as the alternate end-of-file record:

Although the record type is a data record, there is no data so the record is taken as the end of file.
EOF records are not variable records. That is, they always appear as they do here.
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EXTENDED ADDRESS RECORD
The extended address record specifies the segment that data will be loaded into. For instance, if the
segment is specified as "58A2" the loader will change the segment to 58A2H, which will cause data to
be loaded at address 58A20H. In the following data records, the address specified in the address field
will be added to the new extended address. For example, if the address in the data record is "12C4"
and the extended address is "58A2", the actual address will be 58A2:12C4 or 58A20+12C4 or 59CE4.
The extended address will continue to offset data record addresses until a new extended address
record is specified. The record length is only '02' since the segment address is the only data and is
only 2 bytes long.

MOTOROLA S RECORD FORMAT
Motorola S record format is very similar to Intel hex format. The source file is an ASCII hex file, with
each line in the file representing a record.

The record marker in a Motorola S record is the 'S'. That is, each line is preceded by an 'S'.
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RECORD TYPE
Following the 'S' is the record type. Unlike Intel files, this record type is only one digit in length . For
instance, record type 1 is represented
by 'S1 <...>,' not 'S01 <...>'. The record types are discussed later.
RECORD LENGTH
Following the record type is the record length. It is a two-digit hex value specifying the number of data
bytes in the record, including the address and the checksum. Each byte is represented as two hex
characters. After the record length, the address follows. This determines where in memory the current
record (i.e the current line) will load. Instead of using extended address record types to load data
above 64K, the Motorola file uses the actual address. For this reason, the address field may vary in
size. This size of the address field may be 4,6,or 8 bytes, (or 16,24,or 32 bits), and is determined by
the record type (discussed below).
FILE DATA
Following the address is the actual file data. The number of bytes of data is determined by the record
length indicator. The EOF record does not contain file data.
CHECKSUM
The checksum is the last byte (2 digits) in the record, and follows the file data. The checksum is
calculated differently than the Intel hex format. All bytes with the exception of the "S" record type digit,
and the checksum itself, are added and then negated.
RECORD TYPES
Motorola S record files have the following record types:
1 16 bit addressing
4 End of file record
2 24 bit addressing
5 End of file record
3 32 bit addressing
6 End of file record
16-BIT ADDRESSING
Files with less than 64K only need 16 bits to address every location in the file. When files are this
small, the record type used is '1'.
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24- BIT ADDRESSING
With files greater than 64K, more bits are needed to address every location within the file. If 24 bits are
needed, record type 2 is used to specify 24-bit addressing.

32-BIT ADDRESSING
In the case where more than 24 bits are needed, record type 3 may be used to specify 32 bit
addressing:

Note that in each case, the record length increased. Specifically, the record length for 16-bit
addressing was 23. When the record length increased to 24-bits, the record length moved to 24. The
record length increased to 25 when 32-bit addressing was used. This is due to the fact that one byte in
each case was added due to the extra byte in the address. Since the record length includes the
address, it must be increased also.
END OF FILE RECORD
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Record types 7,8, and 9 represent the end of the file. The different end of file records are used with
different record types; record types 3,2, and 1 respectively. That is , record type '3' (32 bit addressing)
uses end of file record type 7, record type 2(24-bit addressing) uses end of file record type 8, and
record type T (16-bit addressing) uses EOF record type 9. An example of record type 9:

NOTE ON FILE POINTERS
When using PROMAX with Intel hex files, the message '0 bytes loaded' may appear.
In this case, the offset in record type '02', the extended address record, may be out of range for
PROMAX. For instance, if the extended address is at 'F8000', and the file buffer (option T) ranges
from 0-FFFF, no data after the 'F8000" specification will be loaded. In this case, change the file offset
in T to coincide with the extended address range in the Intel hex file. e.g. in the case of 'F8000', set the
initial address in the file buffer range (T) to 'F8000'(the ending address will adjust automatically). This
will allow the file to load properly.
In the case of Motorola S files, there is no extended address. The address is encoded directly in the
address field. In this case, move the file pointer T to the initial address value.

JEDEC STANDARD
The JEDEC file format defines the standard for transferring data for PLD's from a development system
to a device programmer. The standard outlines the transfer of fuse, test, identification and comment
information in an ASCII representation. It does not define device specific information such as
algorithms and methods for actually programming the device.
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The JEDEC standard utilizes a transmission protocol which has error checking in the form of a
checksum, and a start transmission / end transmission character which is used when a device
programmer shares a serial port with the programmer.
Following is an example of a JEDEC file:
<STX>File for PLD 12S8 Created on 11-NOV-91 5:08PM
6809 memory decode 123-456-789
Joseph Shmo Pretzel Logic corp.
QP20* QF448* QV8*
F0* X0*
L0000111110111111111111111111111*
L0028101111111111111111111111111 *
L0056111011111111111111111111111 *
L0112010101110111101111111111111*
L0224010101111011101111111111111*
L0336010101110111011111111111111*
V0001000000XXXNXXXHHHLXXN*
V0002010000XXXNXXXHHHLXXN*
V0003100000XXXNXXXHHHLXXN*
V0004110000XXXNXXXHHHLXXN*
V0005111000XXXNXXXHLHHXXN*
V0006111010XXXNXXXHHHHXXN*
V0007111100XXXNXXXHHLHXXN*
V0008111110XXXNXXXLHHHXXN*
C124E*<ETX>8646
For more information on the JEDEC standard, contact: Global Engineering Documents Inc. at
(800)854-7179 or Electronic Industries Association at (202)457-4900.
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Trouble Shooting & Technical Support
This section provides customer support information such as the 30-day money-back
return/replacement policy as well as methods of obtaining E.E. Tools' technical assistance and
software updates.
The ProMax is designed to require a minimum of technical support for both hardware and software.
Making the product in U.S.A., we are supplying qualified programmers as trouble-free as possible.

1. REGISTRATION
A registration Card is located in the user guide manual with the software diskette. Complete the card
and return it to E.E. Tools to become eligible for:
• Customer support, warranty service and technical assistance
• Notification and special pricing on new products and upgrades
Registration is particularly important if the program was purchased from a dealer, a distributor or
through your purchasing department. Why not take a moment right now to complete the card?

2. SOFTWARE UPDATES
Software updates are available at no charge via our 24 hour on-line Bulletin Board Service (BBS).

3. TESTING THE HARDWARE
Make sure that your programmer works properly before you call us for a technical assistance. Refer to
Hardware Test section in Config menu.

4. QUICK SELF-DIAGNOSTICS
In order to provide accurate and fast technical assistance, we recommend you to check the following
information before you call our technical support department.
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• Be sure that the programmer is installed properly to your computer.
• The main board should be plugged into a slot of your PC firmly.
• The jumper position on the card should match the software selected
I/O port addresses.
• Make sure that the selected port address for ProMax is not conflicted
with other peripheral addresses in your computer.
• Be familiar with your hardware configuration.
- The brand/model name of your computer.
- The clock speed of your computer.
- Total memory available before running the ProMax.
- All peripheral hardware with your computer.
- DOS version.

5. CALLING CUSTOMER SUPPORT
E.E. Tools provides telephone technical assistance during normal business hours(8:00 am to 5:00 PM,
Pacific time).
• Please call our Technical Support Department while you are at your computer and be prepared to
repeat the sequence of steps leading up to the problem
• Have the following information ready when you call:
- The invoice number for the user who bought the ProMax from
E.E.Tools.
- The Dealer's name and the purchased date.
- The model & serial number in the back side of programming module.
- Your software version number ( S/W Rev.) from Option window on the
lower right of main screen ).
- Description of problem with error message.
- The exact part number you were working to program.

6. LIMITED WARRANTY
E.E. Tools warrants that its products will be free from defects in materials or workmanship, and shall
conform to specifications current at the time of shipment, for a period of one year from date of
shipment. During the one year period, any defective hardware products will be repaired or replaced, at
Seller's option, on a return-to-factory basis.(for details, see Return/replacement below.)
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• This warranty applies only to products properly installed and operated
within specified environmental condition.
• E.E. Tools' responsibility under this warranty DOES NOT APPLY to :
1. Any products which have been repaired, worked upon or altered by any person not duly authorized
in writing by E.E. Tools.
2. Any product which has been subject to misuse, negligence or accident or whose serial number
altered, defaced or removed.
3. Any faults induced into the program by physical damage to the corruption of the hardware by
electronic or electrical interference.
• This warranty is valid only in the United States.
• After the one year period, you must pay for all parts and labor.
• You should retain your dated bill of sale as evidence of date of purchase.
REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT AS PROVIDED UNDER THIS WARRANTY IS THE EXCLUSIVE
REMEDY OF THE PURCHASER. ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TOOLS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE
FOR ANY INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES FOR BREACH OF ANY EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED WARRANTY ON THIS PRODUCT.
EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT PROHIBITED BY APPLICABLE LAW, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ON THIS PRODUCT IS
LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE DURATION OF THIS WARRANTY.
The products are warranted by E.E.Tools only as provided above. No agent, employee,
representative, distributor or dealer is authorized to make modifications to this warranty or additional
warranties or representations.

7. 30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
ProMax is sold with a 30-day money-back guarantee. E.E. Tools agrees to accept for return, and
refund its software and hardware products for up to thirty(30) days from the time of delivery. If you
need to return your programmer to E.E. Tools for any reason, please contact the Technical Support
Department for an RMA(Retum Material Authorization) number before shipping.
The following information will be requested when you Call :
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PROMAX SELF DIAGNOSTIC TEST
1. Run PROMAX.EXE under the PROMAX directory.
2. Type "SHIFT + ~" key in order to see the PROMAX SYSTEM STATUS SCREEN.
3. Check the Timing Information.
It should be Port: 1,1,1 for using the PROMAX without any trouble. If you have any other numbers, you
need to check the CABLE or PARALLEL PORT.
4. It is useful for test PROMAX unit when you have programming error for a certain port. If your
PROMAX indicates PORT : 1, 1, 1 then you device may be defective.

